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Market Overview Helped by the surging A-share market, HSI soared 396pts to 29,409 with 
HKD116b turnover. Chinese property rose after certain cities relaxed 
mortgage application, investors expected more cities will follow. Market 
will focus on FOMC meeting and see if Fed will give timetable on the 
stopping of Quantitative Tightening.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Chinese Brokers 
China’s stock market has been soaring especially after Chinese New Year, driven by recovered sentiment 
and favourable policies. Chinese brokers also saw a sector-wise rerating with an average rebound of 27.6% 
YTD. As previous good news seems priced in for the recent rally, there might not be much upside in the 
near term. Upcoming catalysts include (1) an apparent progress on China-US trade talks, and (2) the 
release of brokers’ 1Q19 results.  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Tencent (700 HK) 
Company will report FY18 results on 21 March. 4Q non-GAPP earnings are expected to grow 6.4% to 
RMB18.5b, 2018 full-year non-GAPP earnings are estimated at RMB73b-79b, up 12.5% to 21% YoY. Market 
view is mixed, some remain optimistic, some worry that 2019 growth will slow due to lack of new games 
and weaker advertising income.  
 
WH Group (288 HK)  
FY18 adjusted net profit dropped 4% YoY to USD1,046m, in line with consensus. Market generally holds a 
positive view towards the company as swine flu is reducing the level of livestock and hog price is on the 
rise, this will benefit WH’s profit.  
 
CR Cement (1313 HK)  
China’s cement production rose only 0.5% YoY to 210m tons in Jan-Feb 2019, declining 2.5ppt comparing 
with same period last year. Also, news reported that government is limiting the sales price of cement. 
These caused the stock to drop 4% yesterday.  
 
Country Garden (2007 HK)  
FY18 net profit rose 32% to RMB34.6b, mainly attributable to more GFA sales (+23%), higher ASP and 
higher margin. Net gearing ratio dropped 7.3ppt to 49%.  
 
CIFI (884 HK)  
Company plans  for  total  saleable  resources  of  RMB350b  for  FY19F,  which  looks aggressive. CIFI has 
only locked in ~8% of its FY19F sales target up to 2M19. It will adhere to a selective land-
banking  strategy  and  mainly  target  tier-2  cities  where  the  land  market  has cooled  down. 
 
CSPC Pharm (1093 HK) 
For FY19, net profit jumped 31% to RMB3.65b, while revenue gained 36% to RMB21b. Revenue from 
renovation drugs rose 57% YoY and revenue from generic drugs gained 29% YoY.   
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